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Abstract 

An Agent Oriented Programming Language (AOPL) 

represents a quite complex structure containing at least 3 parts: an 

interface, meaning a Domain Specific Language (DSL), an object 

oriented structure with included knowledge representation and 

reasoning capabilities (KR&R), and the simulation medium for a 

Multi-Agent System (MAS). The purpose of this paper is to 

provide a possible implementation for an Agent Oriented 

Programming Language Framework. 
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1. Introduction

Designing an AOPL [1, 2, 5], one must consider the principles of agent-

oriented programming, also the known Multi Agent Systems (MAS) 

architectures with more than 20 years of evolution [4] and the unsolved 

problems. 

The implementation of MAS and intelligent agent’s (IA) knowledge 

representation and reasoning [3] have to be in synergy with same 

language design and grammar. It can be inappropriate to have different 

grammar structure for different purposes, even for inter-agent 

communication [6] the approach must be the same. 

This paper will present a common frame for this abstract agent 

oriented and domain specific language - tinyAPL grammar, architecture 

and implementations tools and mechanisms. 
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2. Related Work

First step in choosing a grammar begins with the supposition, that the 

language has to be practical to represent at least three things: object 

oriented [7, 8] structures, knowledge & reasoning and inter-agent 

communication, also it must definitely be able to allow event driven 

programming [9] for the simulation phase. 

The biggest conflicts of the early approaches were the common 

practices of representation for AOPLs, KR&R and Agent Communication 

Languages (ACL). If for AOPL the main base of inspiration was object 

oriented languages like C++ or Java, for KR&R and ontologies the 

common practice was to use XML schema [10] and finally the main 

concern for inter-agent communication was a semantic agnostic protocol. 

Also for the survival and the spreading of the language the tinyAPL 

grammar is imperative to have a low entry barrier for programmers, thus it 

must be based on very common principles for markup languages. The 

analysis of latest practices permitted to identify the JSON-LD [11] 

knowledge representation framework. JSON-LD is initially object 

oriented and allows a pretty decent ontology representation. For the 

reasoning capacities this language has to be augmented with framing 

capabilities [12]: IF_ADDED, IF_NEDDED and for the event oriented 

approach was added IF_CHANGED and IF_TIMER triggers. 

The chosen tool for the parser implementation is the ANTLR [13] 

(ANother Tool for Language Recognition) - a parser generator for 

reading, processing, executing, or translating structured text, used to build 

languages, tools, and frameworks. The C++ language was chosen for the 

implementation of rendered MAS. 

3. Architecture Definition

The tinyAPL architecture consists of three big modules: 

PREPROCESSOR, RENDER and SIMULATION units (Figure1). The 

PREPROCESSOR unit must prepare all the text for a future parsing: 

including all files with the libraries, replacing the text from the #DEFINE 

statements, also it has to make the first syntactic check. 

The RENDER unit is definitely more complex, but roughly it consists 

of two modules: the rendering of the abstract object library and the 

instantiation of the MAS. 
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The Simulation module has the purpose of running the simulation for 

the designed and rendered Multi-Agent System, and it is implementing the 

reasoning, communication and interactions. 

Figure 1. TinyAPL architecture diagram 

3.1 The Rendering Unit Architecture 

The Rendering unit must transform all parsed tree into linked memory 

objects, resolve the inheritance issues and build the environment and the 

communication channels. 
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Figure 2. The Rendering unit architecture diagram 

4. The Code Example
An example of code can be presented in the following way: 

{      ABSTRACT :{ 

        ORGAN: {NAME : olfactive_sensor, PASSIVE & SENSOR, 

        MEMORY : { NAME : short_term_memory, DECAY : 10, CLOCK 

: 1, VOLUME : 100, 

       REGISTER :{NAME : olfactive_history, INTERN, ARRAY [2]: 

[10,9], READ & WRITE},     

 RULES:{     

          IF_TIMER { 

   this->olfactive_history.push_back(VOLUME)   }

     } }  }, 

        AGENT: { NAME : being},  

        AGENT: { NAME : human, IS_A : being },        

        AGENT: { NAME : doctor, IS_A : human } 
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    }, 

    ENV:{ 

          AGENT: { NAME : Vasile, IS_A : human, POSITION : {[1,2,3], 

ABSOLUTE}, ROTATION:{[0,0,0],RELATIVE}}, 

          ARTIFACT: { NAME : Vasile, IS_A : human, POSITION : 

{[1,2,3], ABSOLUTE}, ROTATION:{[0,0,0],RELATIVE}}, 

          AGENT: { NAME : Vasile, IS_A : human, POSITION : {[1,2,3], 

ABSOLUTE}, ROTATION:{[0,0,0],RELATIVE}}   

}  }    } 

5. Future Work and Conclusion

The presented abstract framework for the tinyAPL language must be 

extended for the believable agents [14] representation through the 

Artificial Endocrine System [15] and an agent society structure [16]. Even 

so the architecture is quite solid for any kind of intelligent agent system 

representation and implementation. 
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